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CLONE QUESTIONS

RULES YOU HAVE TO FOLLOW

1: You have to be completely Honest
2: You can’t get offended 

3.You have to participate in every part of the question
4. HAVE FUN!! 

What are “CLONE”
questions? 

Clone questions are for the moment that you are ever cloned and your spouse
can’t tell you a part from said clone. This is our full proof system of a series of
questions that only you will know the answer to so your spouse will be able to

make the right choice.  

In all seriousness, we started asking simple questions when we were dating and after
we got married, we kept asking questions that got funnier, deeper, sexier, and it has
provided a place for both of us to have  fun and feel comfortable with each other. 

 
Each page gets deeper as you go and our rule during our game is that you are safe to
answer as truthfully as you can. You can’t hold any answers over your spouse or make
fun of them during vulnerable moments. You Can always talk about the hard answers

because that is the point... to talk about things you might not of before. You can choose
to skip questions but just know that this is meant to push down the walls you have built

in your marriage.
 

You don’t have to answer every question in one night, Take your time, choose a page,
and have fun!! 

Disclaimer: Just because we express something we want does not obligate our spouse to do something they are
uncomfortable with. This game is just to provide a safe place for open communication within your marriage. 
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CLONE QUESTIONS

Favorite Color? 
Favorite Song? 
Favorite Musician/Band?
Favorite Food?
Favorite Cereal?
Favorite Drink?
Favorite Dessert?
Favorite Pizza Topping?
Favorite Season? 
Favorite Movie?
Favorite T.V. Show?
Favorite Actor/Actress
Favorite Restaurant?
Favorite Time Of Day?
Favorite Month?
Favorite Animal?
Favorite Sports Team?
Favorite Game?
Favorite Hobbies?
Favorite Piece of Clothing?
Favorite Book?
Favorite Holiday?
Favorite Historical Figure?
Favorite Vacation?
Favorite School Subject & School Project?
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FAVORITES
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CLONE QUESTIONS

Have to lay in a room for 1 hour with 100 non-venomous spiders or 100 non venomous snakes?
Eat an entire can of dog food or just 1 lick of fresh dog poop?
Loose all past memories or never be able to remember new memories?
Be completely hairless or as hairy as a gorilla?
Have 1 wish today or 3 wishes in 20 years?
Be sticky or Itchy the rest of your life?
Know every language in the world or be able to talk to animals?
Forget everything about a presentation that you are in charge of in the middle of a meeting or fly
across the floor on your face in front of everyone you work with?
Run naked through the street or a naked photo of yourself sent to everyone you know?
Have a job you love with little income or a job you hate but makes a lot?
45 minutes early to everything or 45 minutes late to everything?
Have $100 in public toilet or $5 in pocket?
Be insane and know that your are insane or be insane and believe you are sane?
Have every shirt you own be kind of itchy or only be able to use 1 ply toilet paper the rest of your life?
Have unlimited international first class tickets or never have to pay at any restaurant again?
Have your breath smell like a bad fart or your laugh always sound like a bad fart?
 Go back to age 5 with everything you know now or know now everything your future self will know?
Lose all money you earned in a year or Lose every memory you made in a year?
Never wear socks again or never underwear again?
Never be able read again or never be able speak again? 
 Lose the ability to lie or believe everything you’re told?
Only eat all your food hot or all your food cold the rest of your life? 
Never lose your keys again or never lose your phone again?
Would you rather be trapped in a room full of mosquitos or full of rats?
Never be able to take a hot shower again or wash your clothes in a washing machine again? 
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WOULD YOU RATHER
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CLONE QUESTIONS

What is your favorite Joke? 
What is your most embarrassing story? DONT HOLD BACK ON DETAILS
If you woke up as the opposite sex, what is the 1st 3 things you would do?
What have you really tried to like but couldn’t?
You are about to get in a fight, What song comes on?
If you could jump into a pool full of anything, what would it be and why?
What would be your signature dance move be? Now please demonstrate!!
Worst lie you ever told your parents?
If you had to choose one day to live over and over again from your life,
which would it be? 
What is one thing you hate sharing? (Ex. Food, covers, toothpaste?)
What Holiday doesn’t exist that you would create?
What is the least manly/womanly thing you have ever done?
After we survive the apocalypse, what is your job? 
Favorite book as a child? Why? ( if you do not own the book, either
purchase or put it in amazon cart now.)
Strangest thing you have ever eaten? Did you like it?
Worst public bathroom expierence you have ever had?
Do you like going people watching and if so... what are you looking for?
How many times do you think you peed in pools? Give a detailed number?
If you could give a wedgie to one historical figure, who would it be and
why?
Where would you go if you were invisible?
Worst place you could get stuck?
What is your weirdest Family tradition
What always sounds like a good idea but rarely is?
If you could broadcast one sentence on every T.V. In the world, in every
language...What would it be? 
Your house is on fire, what 3 things do you grab? (excluding spouse,
children, pets)  
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CLONE QUESTIONS

Top 3 things on your bucket list?
Do you like your name? Why, either way?
Describe yourself using 3 words?
If you could Change one big decision you made, what would it be?
What makes you angrier than it should?
Do you have a hidden talent?
What did you learn a little to late?
What are habits you have that you believe annoy other people?
What movie was so sad that you will never watch it again?
What are you to hard on yourself for?
What achievement are you most proud of and why?
Most unusual fear that you have?
 What is your biggest addiction?
Is life anything like you imagined it would be when you were young?
What things are missing in your life?
What is the best thing about how you were raised?
If you could change one thing about how you were raised, what would it be?
What is the best mistake you ever made? (A mistake that turned out great)
Are you holding on to something you should let go of?
What stresses you out the most?
What do you wish you were more passionate about?
What makes you feel Alive? 
What is a weird quick you have that most people don’t know about?
What is your favorite/ least favorite quality about yourself?
What is your favorite / least favorite physical feature on yourself?
As you get older, is there something you are more or less afraid of?
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PERSONAL 
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CLONE QUESTIONS

What moment did you know that you loved me? 
Was I your usual type?
What was your 1st impression of me and did you ever dislike me?
What would be the best thing about growing old with me?
What aspect of our relationship makes you happiest?
What 3 things do you think we have in common? 
What memory of me always makes you laugh?
What is your favorite/ least favorite trait of mine? 
Do I do anything that drives you nuts that I don’t know about it? 
Up to this point, what has been your favorite time in our marriage?
 Favorite/ Worst GIFT I have ever bought you?
Favorite/ Worst DATE we have ever been on?
Favorite/ Worst VACATION as a couple?
What do you think the hardest time in our marriage has been?
What is your favorite way that I show you that I love you?
What is my best trait as a parent. 
What is one thing you wish I did better as a parent?
Where do you see our relationship in 5 years
How do I make you a better person?
If our marriage was a Country song, what the title be?
What fictional couple would you compare us to?
What is one thing you wished I was more in to?
What is one thing that you still get embarrassed about around me?
What is something you need from me in our marriage?
Do you feel Loved in this marriage?
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REALATIONSHIP
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CLONE QUESTIONS

At our wedding reception, what were you thinking of doing to me?
What do I do that is most attractive to you?
What is your favorite part of my body?
What is your favorite Sexual position (Be specific)
Where is your favorite place on your body to be kissed by me?
Biggest Turn On/ Biggest Turn Off
What is your favorite way for me to initiate sex? 
Do you like the lights on or off?
Whipped Cream or Hot Fudge?
Favorite place we have ever had Sex?
Where is somewhere you have always wanted to have sex with me?
Do you like it rough or romantic? 
Would you want to tie me up? 
Role Play? If so, give me an example? 
What is the last sexy dream you had of us?
What is your favorite type of foreplay?
What is the funniest moment we have had during sex?
What is the steamiest moment we have had during sex?
What is something you have always wanted to try but assumed I wouldn’t?
Where is somewhere in our home that you would like to ‘chrisen’ with sex?
Have I ever turned you on in public without knowing I did? If so, how?
What could I say or text you that would immediately turn you on?
 Do you like to be more in control or do you want me to be in control?
 What is something you would like me to do more of in the bedroom? 
 What are you thinking of doing to me right now?
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NAUGHTY...BECAUSE EVERY MARRIAGE DESERVES SOME STEAM...HEY’O
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CLONE QUESTIONS

REFLECTION 

What was the most uncomfortable
questions of this page for you? 

What was your favorite part? 

Did you learn something
new about your spouse?
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The reflection page is an optional page that you could use after each page or after you have gone through them all. 

What question broke down a wall you
didn’t know was up in your marriage?


